
2. Phonology ofKhmu dialects in Laos

2. 1 Syllable andword structure

The phonological word in the three Khmu dialects is similar. That is; it may consist of one,

two or three syllables. However, there is only one main stress, which occurs on the main syllable at

the end ofthe word.

Monosyllable
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Sometimes it may be reduced or deleted and thus become very much like consonant clusters

especially when an initial stop or fricative consonant occurs with a liquid / or r as in k^hii? 'to

shake something' or srvl 'gold'. However, when the initial consonant is not a stop consonant, or

the following consonant is not a liquid consonant, syllabicity can still be heard, as in Prfiji 'dark' or

c^bsjf 'boat'. Many words that are disyllabic in other dialects are monosyllabic in Khmu Rook

dialect as in the following examples.

h^e?
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All consonants can occur in initial position in both Western and Eastern Khmu. The

difference of consonant inventories of the Khmu dialects in Laos can be explained in terms

of the suprasegmental systems. However there are only 15 consonants that can occur as final

consonants in both Western and Eastern Khmu.

p t c k ?

s [s-^] h

m n ji g

1

r

The reader will observe that in the Khmu Rook and Khmu Lue dialects there is a series of

voiced nasals of approximants, and corresponding to these in Khmu Cuang dialect there is both

voiced and voiceless nasals and approximants. In this dictionary the voiceless series of sonorants

are symbolized with a small raised h preceding the phonetic symbol. This is done because the

voicelessness turns out to be an interesting sociolinguistic feature that correlates with age groups of

speakers in some Khmu dialects spoken in Thailand. That is sometimes the nasal or approximant

has been lost and only the aspiration has been retained. Apart from that the preglottalized bilabial

nasal ^m in EK correponds to the preglottalized bilabial nasal "/w in WK (lb) and corresponds to the

preglottalized bilabial stop b in WK (Ik). At the same time the preglottalized alveolar nasal n m
EK corresponds to the preglottalized alveolar nasal "w in WK 0b) and corresponds to the

preglottalized alveolar stop ^inWK (Ik).

The phonetic description ofthe consonants is as follows.

1

.

/p/ [p] is a voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop. It can occur in both syllable-initial

and syllable-final positions.

lb: p§:g [pkg] Ik: j^g [pSig] Is: prt [prt] 'to open'

lb: kMp [ k'^rip] Ik: krip [ kiip] Is: grip [grip] 'to arrest, to catch with

claws'

2. /b/ [b] is a voiced unaspirated bilabial stop. It only occurs in the syllable-initial

position in Is dialect.

Is: ba: [ba:] 'you (female)'

This sound corresponds in Ik dialect to the voiceless unaspirated stop /? in a word

with lax voice quality as in pa: and in lb dialect to the voiceless aspirated stop z?'*
in a

word with low pitch as in p^a:.

3. /p**/ [p**] is a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

position.

lb: p**^ [p**a:n] Ik: p**^ [p^] Is: p**^ [p**a:n] 'to kill'
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4. IXl [t] is a voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop. It can occur in both syllable-initial

and syllable-final positions.

lb:m [ti?] Ik: ti? [ti?] Is: ti? [ti?] *hand'

lb: c&t [tQdt] Ik: c^ [tp^] Is: cat [tpat] *sour'

5. IdJ [d] is a voiced unaspirated alveolar stop. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

position in Is dialect.

/5;de?[de?] 'to take'

This sound correspond in Ik dialect to the voiceless unaspirated stop / in a word

with lax voice quality as in te? and in lb dialect to the voiceless aspirated stop /^ in a

word with low pitch as in t^e?,

6. /t^/ [t**] is a voiceless, aspirated alveolar stop. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

position.

lb: tMp [tMp] Ik: t*Wp [t'Wp] Is: t^p [t^p] 'to hold onto a

branch (chicken)'

7. Id [tQ-], [-c] is a voiceless unaspirated alveo-palatal affricate when it occurs in

the syllable-initial position, but is a palatal stop when it occurs in the syllable-

final position.

lb: ckX. [tpit] Ik: c^t [tpfit] Is: cat [tgat] *sour'

lb: mec [mec] Ik: mec [mec] Is: mec [mec] 'to hear, to feel'

8. /y [j] is a voiced palatal stop. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in Is dialect.

/y; jog [jog] 'tall'

This sound corresponds in Ik dialect to the voiceless unaspirated palatal stop c in a

word with lax voice quality as in cotj and in lb dialect to the voiceless aspirated stop

c^ in a word with low pitch as in c^orj,

9. Ic^l [tQ^] is a voiceless aspirated alveo-palatal affricate. It occurs only in the syllable-

initial position.

lb: c^ot [t(?^t] Ik: c^at [X(h^X] Is: c^st [tp^at] 'to insert, to stick in'

10. /k/ [k] is a voiceless unaspirated velar stop. It occurs in both syllable-initial and

syllable-final positions.

/A.-ka? [ka?] lk:Vk7 [ka?] fo/ka? [ka?] 'fish'

lb: mok [m6k] Ik: mok [mok] Is: mok [mok] 'hill, mountain'

1 L /g/ [g] is a voiced unaspirated velar stop. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in

Is dialect.

Is: ga:j [ga:j] 'to return'
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This sound corresponds in Ik dialect to the voiceless unaspirated velar stop ^ in a

word with lax voice quality as in kaij, and in lb dialect to the voiceless aspirated velar

stop A:* in a word with low pitch as in l^a:j,

12. /kV Pc**] is a voiceless aspirated velar stop. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

[x>sition.

/*; k^l [k^iil] Ik: k^l [k*^l] Is: khiil [k^L'l] 'hair, fur'

13. /?/ [?] is a glottal stop. It occurs in both syllable-initial and syllable-final positions.

lb: ?6m [?6m] Ik: ?6m [?Qm] Is: ?om [?om] 'water'

lb: ne? [n|?] /Jt; jie? [pe?] fa; jie? [pe?] 'small

'

14. /s/ [s-], [-5] is an alveolar fricative when it occurs initially. It is an alveolar fricative

when it occurs in syllable-final position in lb dialect but is a palatal fiicative in Ik

and Is dialects.

lb: ^an [siim] Ik: ^mn [siim] Is: sian [sian] ' bird'

lb: k^as [lA:§s] Ik: k^as [k^a?] Is: k^as [lA-ag] ' to laugh'

15. /h/ Pi] is glottal fricative. It occurs in both syllable-initial and syllable-final position.

lb: hfog [hiog] Ik: hfog [hiag] Is: hiag [hi^g] 'black
'

lb: JDh [j5h] /fc; job [job] fa; job [oh] 'to walk, to go'

16. Ixnl [m] is a voiced bilabial nasal. It occurs in both syllable-initial and syllable-final

positions.

lb: muh [mfih] Ik: muh [muh] fa; muh [muh] 'nose'

lb: maan [maan] Ik: maan [maan] fa; maan [maan] 'blood
'

17. An/ [^] is a voiceless bilabial nasal. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in fa

dialect.

fa; 'tadh [*taoh] 'what'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the bilabial nasal w in a word with

high pitch as in m9h.

18. f^ml [^m] is a preglottalized labial nasal. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in

lb and fa dialects.

/6;'?met pmet] 'fishing hook' fa;?m6t pm6t] 'fishing hook'

This sound corresponds in Ik dialect to the preglottalized labial stop ^b as in ^bet

19. /n/ [n] is a voiced alveolar nasal. It can occur in both syllable-initial and syllable-

final positions.
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/6;nim [iflm ] Ik: nim [nim ] Is: nim [nim ] 'y^s
'

/A/ham [ham] lk:hkR [ham] Zs;h§m [hSm] *todie'

20. HJ [^] is a voiceless alveolar nasal. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in Is

dialect.

Is: 4usc [*4ii9c] 'to stamp, to squash or crush with foot'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the voiced alveolar nasal « in a word

with high pitch as in niBC.

21

.

An/ [^n] is a preglottalized alveolar nasal. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position

in lb and Is dialects.

lb: ^msa [^nion ] 'month' Is: ^nion [^nian ] 'month'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the preglotallized alveolar stop ^d

as in ^cfidn.

22. /ji/ [ji] is a voiced palatal nasal. It can occur in both syllable-initial and syllable-

final positions.

/A.jiaan [jiaan] /A:;jiaan [jmn] k:p2cm [paan] 'time, season'

lb: maiji [maiji] Ik: naaiji [maiji] Is: maiji [maji] 'to ask

'

23. y^ji/ [V] is a voiceless palatal nasal. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in Is

dialect.

/s.'Vp [Vp] 'to catch, to arrest'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the voiced palatal nasalyi in a word

with high pitch as \njiip.

24. /g/ [g] is a voiced velar nasal. It occurs in both syllable-initial and syllable-final

positions.

lb: gam [gam] Ik: gam [gam] Is: gam [gam] 'goose

'

/A.mog [mog] lk:mog [mog] fc;mog [mog] 'moon'

25. /V [*^] is a voiceless velar nasal. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in Is

dialect.

/5;**ga:p ['^gaip] 'to yawn'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the voiced velar nasal j? in a word

with high pitch as in ijaq).

26. I\l [1] is a voiced lateral. It occurs in both syllable-initial and syllable-final positions.

/ft;b:c [15:c] lk:\y.c [b:c] fa; b:c [b:c ] 'to steal'

/A;k**o:l [k^:l] /*;k^6:l [k^:I] fa;k**od [k*b:l] 'to whistle'
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27. hi fI] is a voiceless lateral. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in Is dialect.

/s;Mog [^log] 'to forget'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the voiced lateral / in a word with

high pitch as in lorj.

28. Ill [r] is a voiced trill. It occurs in both syllable-initial and syllable-final positions.

lb: iKt [ifet] Ik: rert [rert] Is: vtX [rert] 'rhinoceros

'

lb: mar [mar] Ik: mar [mar] Is: mar [mar] 'snake

'

29. hcl [**r] is a voiceless trill. It occurs only in the syllable-initial position in Is dialect.

/5;*Ve? [*»re?] 'field'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the voiced trill r in a word with

high pitch as in re?.

30. /w/ [w-, i>], [-w] is a voiced bilabial semivowel [w] in Ik and Is dialects, and a dental-

labial approximent [u] in lb dialect when it occurs in the syllable-initial position

and a voiced bilabial semi-vowel [w] when occurs in the syllable-final

position.

lb: wirt [ulit ] Ik: wLt [wirt] Is: wiit [wirt] 'feel dizzy'

lb: cew [t^w] Ik: cew [tp&w] Is: cew [tpenv] 'chili paste'

3 1

.

/^w/ [^w] is a voiceless bilabial semivowel. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

position in Is dialect.

/5.^va? [Va?]'monkey'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialects to the voiced bilalial semivowel w in

a word with high pitch as in wa?.

32. /j/ [j] is a voiced palatal semivowel. It can occur in both syllable-initial and syllable-

final positions.

/6;jim [jim] Ik: jim [jim] Zy.jim [jim] 'red'

/A.joij [jb:j] /A:; jo:j [jo:j] /5;jo:j [jo:j] 'a balance'

33. /*j/ [**j] is a voiceless palatal semivowel. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

position in Is dialect.

Is: ^ja:q [ ^jaig] 'female animal'

This sound corresponds in Ik and lb dialeas to the voiced palatal semivowel y in a

word with high pitch as mjairj.

34. Aj/ ['^j] is a preglotallized palatal semivowel. It occurs only in the syllable-initial

position.

/6;?jto [?j^] Ik: ?jan [?j?in] &:V [^Jan] 'to pull'
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Consonant Clusters. Many clusters are found inKhmu dialects ofLaos. They conprise a stop

consonant followed by a liquid l/r/or w. Examples are drawn fromKhmu Rook (lb).

cr-
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I^N-



xxxin

-Jl
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6. Iz\l [k] is a low fix)nt unrounded long vowel.

/sri^p/ [arkfcp] 'pincer'

7. ly [i] is a high central unrounded short vowel.

im [ha] 'gum'

8. rd [i:] is a high central unrounded long vowel.

Ij^ Qfeg] 'flood tide'

9. hi [o] is a mid central unrounded short vowel.

/msh/ [mSh] 'what'

10. h'J [a:] is a mid central unrounded long vowel.

/raan/ [roan] 'heap of fellen tress'

1 1

.

Ijd [a:] is a mid-low central unrounded long vowel.

/nAx/ [nAx] 'delighted (dog)'

12. /a/ [a] is a low central unrounded short vowel.

l&dCDcJ [tg^am] 'to soak'

13. I?d [a:] is a low central unrounded long vowel.

/niaiji/ [maiji] 'to ask'

14. IvJ [u] is a high back rounded short vowel.

/kut/ [kut] 'to be shortened'

15. Ivd [u:] is a high back rounded long vowel.

/k^Lt/ [k*^t] 'to enter'

16. lol [o] is a mid back rounded short vowel.

l\&ovJ [k^on] 'traditional Khmu skirt'

17. lo'J [o:] is a mid back rounded long vowel.

/so?/ [so?] 'axe'

1 8. hi [o] is a low back rounded short vowel.

/lor/ [log] 'if

19. lyJ [o:] is a low back rounded long vowel.

/koai/ [kSm] 'child'

20. /is/ [is] is a glide from high front vowel to mid central vowel.

/Ii9t/ [fet] 'short'

2 1

.

/is/ [is] is a glide from high central vowel to mid central vowel.

/pist/ [jSst] 'squeeze, press (using fingers)'
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22. Aid/ [ud] is a glide fiom high back vowd to mid central vowei.

/c^Wst/ [tpMbt] 'morning'

2. 4 Suprasegmentalphonemes

The Khmu Cuang dialect (Is) has no tone nor register \\^ereas Khmu Lue dialect (Ik) has

registers and Khmu Rook (lb) has tones.

Khmu Cuang dialect (Is) has the voiced/voiceless distinction ofthe initial consonant

as in the following examples.

Table L Voiced/voiceless contrast in Khmu Cuang

1. Stop consonants:

voiced stop consonants: voiceless stop consonants:

bak
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contrast. Instead of having the voice quality it has the aspiration and the whole syllable is

clear and lower pitch. It is also noticeable in some words with long vowels sometime the

raising pitch is pronounced instead of rising or rising-falling. However for the words with

syllble-initial continuants when the voiced/voiceless of consonantal system (as in Is) had

decayed and the languages were forced to exploit prosodic differences for contrastive

purposes (as in Ik and lb) the voiced consonants stay the same but the voiceless consonants

(*ta, 4i, \, \ H Nv, ^j) become voiced consonants (m, n, g, r, 1, w, j) in words with high

tone. These three Khmu dialects of Laos show different stages of tone development. The

following examples show the three Khmu dialects (lb, Ik and Is) in different stages of

tonogenesis.

1) Words with syllable-initial stops

Gloss
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It is obvious that the lax/breathy register in Ik is rather weak especially when it occurs in a

word with initial continuant. In phonemic writing used in this dictionary a word with tense register

is symbolized as ^ while the low lax breathy register is unmarked. It is also noticeable that the low

pitch in lb is somewhat higher than the same word with voiced initial consonant in Is and the same

word with low lax/breathy register in Ik. In phonetic writing in this dictionary the relatively higher

pitch feature is therefore symbolized with high pitch mark </ and the relatively lower pitch is

unmarked. The lb dialect has two phonemic tones but six phonetic tones are found. The low tone

has four variations. They are level (unmarked), or low (V), half high (^) and falling-rising (^). The

high tone has two variations. They are high and rising-falling. The words with final continuant,

when occurring with lower tone, normally have level or low pitch as in ma-7i [mami - rnkm]

'blood',yay [jo:j -jb:j] 'balance'. In words with final stop or final fiicative after short vowel have

half high pitch as in k^-ip fk^ip -- k^ipj 'to se\2&\ je? fje? -- j£?J 'you', k^le?fk^le?- k^le?J

'husband', mec fmec -- mec] 'to hear, feel', joh [joh -j5hj 'to go'. Words with final stop after

long vowel have falling-rising tone as in kSut [k^n] \o enter', pHeik [pHe:k] 'eA\ and

snan [sn&t] 'gun'. Words with final glottal stop or final fiicative, when occurring with high tone,

normally have high pitch as in s6? [so?] 'Khmu axe'. Words with final continuants normally have

either high or rising-falling pitches as in kom [kan - I&nJ 'child', r^wl/ [t^V - t'MilJ 'garbage',

kntuar [kntuar - kntOsr] 'neck'. These are the phonetic characteristics ofthe tonal contrasts in this

Khmu dialect.

J, Intonationpatterns

In general the intonation pattern in various Khmu dialects is similar. It starts with mid pitch

then rises a little and falls down at the end ofthe sentence. The question and request or persuasion

have the falling pitch but not as abrupt and low as in other sentences.

Statements
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